THE 45TH BOSTON/NEW ENGLAND EMMY® AWARD RECIPIENTS

NEWSCAST-MORNING SMALLER MARKETS

12 News This Morning: Ida's Impact
   Daniel Carpenter, Executive Producer
   James O'Leary, Producer
   Jeremy Brown, Producer
   Eric Hudson, Director
   Danielle North, Anchor
   Michelle Muscatello, Meteorologist
   Melissa Sardelli, Traffic Reporter
   Kayla Fish, Reporter
   Kait Walsh, Reporter
   John Villella, Photojournalist
WPRI

HEALTH/MEDICAL-LONG FORM CONTENT

Gift of Hope
   Charlene Bert, Producer/Executive Producer
   Colton Bradford, Host
   Barry Littlefield, Editor
NBC 10 Boston

PHOTOGRAPHER LONG FORM CONTENT

Dave Wurtzel Composite
   David Wurtzel, Videographer
Connecticut Public Television
VIDEO ESSAY

Assignment: Maine Composite
  Brian Bechard, Producer/Photographer/Editor
Maine Public Broadcasting Network

NEWS PROMOTION-TOPICAL/IMAGE-SINGLE SPOT

EyeOpener Back to School
  Russ Nelligan, Executive Producer
  Richard Feindel, Photographer/Editor
  Greg Sleeper, Producer
WCVB

CHILDREN/YOUTH (12 AND UNDER)

NBC Connecticut’s Kids Connection: Heart of a Champion
  Cody Ripa, Executive Producer
  Michael Cox, Art Director
  Tyler Roman, Producer
  Steve Tatsapaugh, Producer
NBC Connecticut

ANCHOR-WEATHER

Rachel Frank
  Rachel Frank, Chief Meteorologist
FOX 61

HUMAN INTEREST NEWS

Famila De Boston Sufre El Drama De La Separación En La Frontera
  Diego Restrepo, Producer
  Paulo Alvarado, Reporter
  Paulo Bauch, Photographer/Editor
Telemundo New England

Just Move
  Michael Hansen, Producer/Editor
  William Houle, Videographer
Mountain Lake PBS

AUDIO

Armed with the Faith
  Greg Tobler, Sound Mixer
Media Arts Center
EDITOR NEWS-SINGLE SHIFT

Sean McKeever Editing Composite
   Sean McKeever, Editor
FOX 61

COMMENTATOR/EDITORIALIST

Jon Keller Composite; Jon Keller, talent
   Jonathan Keller, Talent/Producer
WBZ

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-LONG FORM CONTENT

Small Town, Big Story: Ice Harvest | South Bristol, Maine
   Chris Naka, Director
   Doug Baldinger, Producer
Atlas Obscura

Heroes de Telemundo Nueva Inglaterra
   Miguel Garcia, Host
   Sammy Montalvo, Producer
Telemundo New England

CONTINUING COVERAGE

Green Line Derailment Exposes Safety Lapses
   Jennifer Eagan, Anchor
   Kimmy Bingham, Executive Producer
   Joe Cersosimo, Producer
   Kathy Curran, Reporter
   Bill Sheerin, Assignment Manager
   Ed Harding, Anchor
   Matthew Gregoire, Photojournalist
   Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
   Ted Wayman, Reporter
   Chris Garvin, Photojournalist
   Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
WCVB

WRITER-LONG FORM CONTENT

Jared Bowen, Open Studio
   Jared Bowen, Host/Executive Arts Editor
GBH
INVESTIGATIVE

To Catch A Contractor
  Ryan Kath, Reporter
  Leslie Gaydos, Reporter
  Aaron Strader, Photographer
  James O'Halloran, Photographer
  Dan Ferrigan, Photographer
  Lauren Kleciak, Editor
  Erica Jorgensen, Executive Producer
NBC 10 Boston

BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-SINGLE REPORT

Bringing Titus home
  Juliana Mazza, Reporter
  John Guice, Videographer
  Jessica Gullbrand, Editor
WHDH

SOCIETAL CONCERNS NEWS

Crisis at Mass & Cass
  Jason Solowski, Producer
  James O'Halloran, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

DIRECTOR LIVE OR RECORDED LIVE

Sarah Comtois, Technical Director Composite
  Sarah Comtois, Director
NEWS CENTER Maine

COMMERCIAL

Delivering Hope
  Scott Maiocchi, Director
  Robert Bartolome, Post Supervisor
  Jessie Hoyt, Producer
  Tracy Silva, Producer
  Brett Gerstenblatt, Producer
  Jay Williams, Creative Director
(add)ventures
PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS-SINGLE SHIFT

Sean McKeever Composite
   Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-SHORT FORM CONTENT

COVIDLAND: A Film About Survival and Hope in the ICU
   Jeffrey Teitler, Producer
   Nicholas Dethlefsen, Producer
   Rebecca Stewart, Producer
Hartford HealthCare

VIDEO JOURNALIST SINGLE SHIFT

Hoyt Running Chairs
   Chris Garvin, Photojournalist
WCVB

CRIME NEWS

Rhyme and Pun-ishment
   Tom Garris, Reporter
   Jaime Brassard, Photojournalist
WPTZ

LIFESTYLE

DIY Kitchen Renovation
   Anna Rossi, Host/Producer
   Michelle Weber, Producer
   JR Black, Editor
   Barry Littlefield, Photographer
   AJ Rossi, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston

INFORMATIONAL/INSTRUCTIONAL

Curiosity Desk
   Aaron Schachter, Executive Producer
   Chris Rattery, Executive Producer
   Edgar B. Herwick III, Host/Writer
   Joanie Tobin, Senior Producer/Photographer
   Rob Tokanel, Producer/Editor/Motion Graphics/Photographer
GBH
EDITOR NEWS-NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

James O'Halloran Edit Composite
  James O'Halloran, Editor
NBC 10 Boston

SPORTS INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

David Ortiz Unstoppable
  Tom Werner, Executive Producer
  Howard Zalkowitz, Executive Producer
  Mike Barry, Coordinating Producer
  Denny Iott, Coordinating Producer
  Tom Caron, Host/Producer
  Mike Emond, Content Producer/Editor
  Mark Viveiros, Director
  Jay Sarasin, Associate Director
  Ray Worthley, Associate Producer
New England Sports Network

SOCIETAL CONCERNS-LONG FORM CONTENT

Recovery: Conversations on Mental Health
  Thea DiGiammerino, Producer
  Ronald DeLucia, Videographer/Editor
NBC Connecticut

WRITER-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Mass State Lottery Writing Composite
  Keith Macri, Writer
  Geoff Filleti, Writer
The Mass State Lottery

EDITOR LONG FORM CONTENT

Travis Roy: A Life & A Legacy
  Justine Pouravelis, Senior Editor
  Tyler Borges, Editor
New England Sports Network

ANCHOR-NEWS

Vanessa Welch Anchor
  Vanessa Welch, Anchor
Boston 25 News
SPECIAL EVENT COVERAGE

Holiday Lights
  Ro Dooley Webster, Executive Producer
  Dorothy Will, Director
  Kathleen Kiely, Producer
  Anthony Everett, Host
  Shayna Seymour, Host
  Ellen Fleming, Production Coordinator
  Rick LeBlanc, Editor
  Michael Murgia, Engineer In Charge
  David Gardiner, Engineering Crew Chief / Audio
  Chris DeThomas, Video Engineer
  Don Potito, Technical Director
  Bob Oliver, Photographer
  Richard Ward, Photographer
  David Mongeau, Photographer
  Mark Tramontozzi, Photographer
  WCVB

VIDEO JOURNALIST NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT  ***TIE***

Walking on the Moon
  Kirk Cratty, Video Journalist
  NEWS CENTER Maine

The Adventures of Miguel in Tokyo
  Miguel Santiesteban Rangel, Multimedia Journalist
  Telemundo New England

REPORTER-FEATURE/HUMAN INTEREST

Jack Thurston Feature Reporting Composite
  Jack Thurston, Reporter
  NECN

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL-LONG FORM CONTENT  ***TIE***

Tradiciones de Navidad
  Jose Rivera Adrovet, Anchor
  Grace Gómez, Anchor
  Héctor Rangel, Senior Producer
  Cecy Del Carmen, Reporter
  Betsy Badell, Reporter
  David De Matteis, Reporter
  Carla Rojo, Reporter
  Bruno Bauch, Photographer
Paulo Alvardo, Reporter
Carmen Martinez, Reporter
Jonathan Latorre, Photographer
Jairo Lemes, Photographer
Telemundo New England

Chasing Silver: The Story of Gorham
Scott Saracen, Producer/Director/Writer/Editor/Photographer
Maria Saracen, Writer/Producer/Director/Editor
Dewey Raposo, Photographer
WSBE

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-SINGLE SPOT

We're Ready! Back-to-School 2021
Jass Stewart, Producer/Writer/Director
Massachusetts Department Of Elementary And Secondary Education

REPORTER-DAILY NEWS

Robert Goulston, General Assignment Reporter
Robert Goulston, Reporter
Boston 25 News

LIVE NEWS PRODUCER

Telemundo New England 11:00 PM Producer
Diego Restrepo, News Producer
Telemundo New England

Barbara Baranowski
Barbara Baranowski, Producer
WCVB

NBC10 Boston News Producer
Alyssa Jewell, News Producer
NBC 10 Boston

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS NEWS

Schooner Bowdoin: A Classroom like no Other
Kirk Cratty, Photographer/Editor/Drone
NEWS CENTER Maine
HEALTH/SCIENCE NEWS

Connecticut Winter Outlook
   Rachel Frank, Writer/Talent
   Dakota Hitt, Motion Graphic Designer
FOX 61

WRITER-NEWS

Wade Writing Composite
   David Wade, Writer
WBZ

DIRECTOR LONG FORM CONTENT

Not On This Night
   Bill Humphreys, Director/Producer
StageWright Films

GRAPHIC ARTS-MOTION GRAPHICS

Celtics Post Up
   Jon Christenson, Motion Designer
   Adam Snow, Graphic Designer
   Charis Dalessio, Producer
   Christine Vell, Producer
NBC Sports Boston

PROGRAM-HOST/MODERATOR/CORRESPONDENT ***TIE***

Shayna Seymour: Host Composite
   Shayna Seymour, Host
WCVB

Carmen Martinez Correspondent
   Carmen Martinez, Correspondent
Telemundo New England

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT-SHORT FORM CONTENT

While You Were Gone
   Jennifer Weber, Director
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts
MAGAZINE PROGRAM

A House For Jan
   Justin Spencer, Director
   Ryan Vezina, Producer
Recycled Percussion

PHOTOGRAPHER SHORT FORM CONTENT

I'm a Basic Batch...of Pork Pies
   Sean Finley, Director Of Photography
Phantom Gourmet

BREAKING/SPOT NEWS-MULTIPLE REPORTS

Double Police Tragedy in Massachusetts
   Gerry Wardwell, Assistant News Director
   David Bienick, Reporter
   Kellen Young, Producer
   Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
   Timothy Devlin, Photojournalist
   Barbara Baranowski, Producer
   Mike Cole, Producer
   Mary Saladna, Reporter
   Matthew Gregoire, Photojournalist
   Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
WCVB

EDITOR SHORT FORM CONTENT

While You Were Gone
   Ryan Glista, Editor
The Bushnell Center For The Performing Arts

GRAPHIC ARTS-ART DIRECTION

The Curiosity Desk: Star Market
   Elias Mallette, Associate Creative Director
WGBH Educational Foundation

POLITICS/GOVERNMENT NEWS

NBC10 Investigators: Taxpayer Money and Government Accountability
   Ryan Kath, Reporter
   James O'Halloran, Photographer
NBC 10 Boston
SPORTS FEATURE NEWS

Olimpiadas Tokyo, Seleccion Dominicana Y Su Pase Historico
   Carmen Martinez, Reporter/Producer/Editor
Telemundo New England

Viral tumble reveals father-son bond
   Rose Langello, Reporter
   Johnny Villella, Videographer/Editor
WPRI

TEAM COVERAGE

Powerful Nor'easter Hits Region
   A.J. Burnett, Meteorologist
   Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
   Chris Garvin, Photojournalist
   Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
   Kevin Krisak, Photojournalist
   Mike Wankum, Meteorologist
   Nathalie Pozo, Reporter
   Shaun Chaiyabhat, Reporter
   Barbara Baranowski, Producer
   Rebecca Bainer, Producer
WCVB

ENVIRONMENT/SCIENCE

Understanding the Arctic
   John Freidah, Producer/Editor
MIT/MechE

PERFORMER/NARRATOR

Not On This Night
   Judith Feingold, Actor As Jacqueline Brulet
StageWright Films

REPORTER-SPORTS

Bob Halloran
   Bob Halloran, Reporter
WCVB
SERIOUS FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)

The Big Quit: Why I’m Moving On
  Stephanie Leydon, Series Producer
  Emily Judem, Producer/Photographer/Editor
  Greg Shea, Producer/Photographer/Editor
  Liz Neisloss, Reporter/Photographer
  Howard Powell, Photographer
  Meredith Nierman, Photographer
  Maureen Barillaro, Editor
GBH

BUSINESS/CONSUMER NEWS

The Lewiston Tradition
  Amanda Hill, Reporter
  Kirk Cratty, Photographer/Editor
NEWS CENTER Maine

DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION

Somerville For All
  Elizabeth Eldridge, Producer
  Andrew Eldridge, Producer/Director/Editor
Mister Francis

HARD NEWS REPORT (NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT)

Ignoring Maine’s Move Over Law
  Blair Best, Reporter
WGME CBS 13

SPORTS STORY

100 Jumps: Skydiver Sets New State Record
  Julianne Varacchi, Producer
  David Wurtzel, Videographer
  Joe Amon, Videographer
Connecticut Public Television

REPORTER-INVESTIGATIVE

Ryan Kath - NBC10 Boston Investigators
  Ryan Kath, Reporter
NBC 10 Boston
PROGRAM PROMOTIONAL CAMPAIGN

New Hampshire Chronicle - Up Close
  Alex Jasiukowicz, Creative Director/Producer
  Kate Stieper, Producer
  Nicholas Merlo, Producer/Camera Operator
WMUR

Siempre Contigo (Always With You)
  Miguel Garcia, Producer
  TJ Powers, Creative Director
  Kevin Smith, Producer/Editor
  Dave Allen, Design Director
Telemundo New England

SPORTS PROGRAM – LIVE

Patriots Pregame Live
  Jeff Capotosto, Coordinating Producer
  Amina Smith, Host
  Michael Holley, Host
  Tom E. Curran, Host
  Phil Perry, Host
  Ted Johnson, Analyst
  Kevin Miller, VP, Content Creation And Strategy
  Brian O’Neill, Senior Coordinating Producer
  Mark Hazlett, Production Assistant
NBC Sports Boston

PUBLIC SERVICE ANNOUNCEMENT-CAMPAIGN

The Ripple Effect - Motorcycle Safety
  Dante Bellini, Director
  David Zapatka, Camera/Lighting
  Mauro Colangelo, Music Composer/Sound Design
  Eric Latek, Cinematographer/Editor
Hooligan Film Productions

EDUCATION/SCHOOLS

Class of COVID
  Emily Judem, Director/Producer
  Stephanie Leydon, Director/Producer
  Joanie Tobin, Photographer
  Rob Tokanel, Photographer
  Greg Shea, Photographer
  Howard Powell, Photographer
SERIOUS FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)

9/11: Maine Remembers
   Rachel Wingrat, Producer
   Samantha York, Reporter
   Sebastian Bennage, Photographer
NEWS CENTER Maine

SPORTS – ONE-TIME SPECIAL

Travis Roy: A Life & A Legacy
   Howard Zalkowitz, Executive Producer
   Justine Pouravelis, Supervising Producer
   Tom Caron, Host/Producer
   Steve Garabedian, Producer
   Tyler Borges, Producer
   Mike Emond, Content Producer
   Steve DaSilva, Videographer
   Bobby Swan, Videographer
   Stephen Tagarelis, Videographer
New England Sports Network

Acceso Tokio
   Jesús Quiñonez, Anchor/Reporter
   Grace Gómez, Anchor
   Héctor Rangel, Senior Producer
   Lorenna Monroig, Producer
   Samuel Montalvo, Producer
Telemundo New England

LIGHT FEATURE (MULTIPLE REPORTS)

Work in CT; The Biz of Battling Back
   Jim Altman, Reporter
   Sean McKeever, Photographer
WTIC

LIGHT FEATURE (SINGLE REPORT)

Trawls & Throttle: Lobster Boat Races in Maine
   Zoe Slemmons, Producer
   Lee Weisenfeld, Field Producer
Sean Dahlberg, Post Production Producer
Samuel Johnson, Photographer
Frank Posillico, Producer
Spectrum News

PHOTOGRAPHER NEWS - NO PRODUCTION TIME LIMIT

Sean McKeever Photographer Composite
Sean McKeever, Photographer
FOX 61

HISTORICAL/CULTURAL - SHORT FORM CONTENT

Honoring Our Past & Rebuilding for the Future
Jeffrey Lazzarino, Director/Executive Producer
Diane Kline, Producer/Writer
Riley Faron, Editor / Producer
Taylor Pelletier, Cinematographer / Gimbal Operator
Matthew Stavropoulos, Cinematographer
Vincent McDonald, Lighting Director
Maverick Productions Boston

MUSICAL COMPOSITION/ARRANGEMENT

Portraits In Season
Charles Denler, Composer
LittleRiverMusic

NEWSCAST - MORNING LARGER MARKETS

7News Today in New England: October Nor'easter
Kevin Wiles Jr, Assignment Editor
Juliana Mazza, Reporter
Michael Yoshida, Reporter
Chris Lambert, Meteorologist
Polikseni Manxhari, Reporter
Marshall Hook, Reporter
Amanda Crawford, Anchor
Marina Giordano, Director
Josh Bennett, Producer
Errol Henry, Photographer
Scott Parkinson, Photographer
Mugsy McGaffigan, Photographer
Jeanne Tarmey, Senior Producer
WHDH
HEALTH/MEDICAL-SHORT FORM CONTENT

Inside View of Maine Medical Center ICU Nurses Caring for Unvaccinated COVID-19 Patients
Charlie Berg, Videographer/Editor/Producer
MaineHealth

ARTS/ENTERTAINMENT NEWS

Changing A City One Wall At A Time
Keisha Grant, Reporter
Garett Allison, Photographer
NBC Connecticut

PROGRAM PROMOTION-SINGLE SPOT

Dustin Pedroia Speech Anthem Spot
Kellan Reck, Producer
Luke Fraser, Producer
Tim Heintzelman, Producer
The Boston Red Sox

DIVERSITY/EQUITY/INCLUSION NEWS

Malaga Island: On island beauty, a buried story of how Maine exiled a thriving fishing village
Brianne Barry, Producer
Josh Robin, Reporter
Colleen McKown, Producer
Serjio Rios, Post Production Producer
Samuel Johnson, Photographer
Jorge Olivares, Motion Designer
Frank Posillico, Producer
Spectrum News

NEWS PROMOTION-CAMPAIGN

25 Investigates
Heath Benfield, Creator
Boston 25 News

INTERVIEW/DISCUSSION

New England Traveler - Cape Cod Central Railroad
Gregory Boghosian, Executive Producer/Director/Host
Charlie Moore, Executive Producer
Anthony Moreschi, Videographer/Editor
Mad Fish Productions
LIVE SPORTING EVENT/GAME

125th Boston Marathon
  Jackie Connally, Executive Producer
  Lisa Hughes, Host
  Bryan Foley, News Operations Manager
  Joe Giza, Producer
  Tisha Wilson, Associate Director
  David Wade, Reporter
  Levan Reid, Reporter
  Jessi Miller Bradley, News Director
WBZ

DOCUMENTARY

***TIE***

Restaurants Remade
  Raymond Fuschetti, Producer/Photographer/Editor
  Barry Littlefield, Director Of Photography
  Leo Ruiz, Executive Producer
  James O'Halloran, Photographer
  Aaron Strader, Photographer
  Mike Gearin, Aerial Video
NBC 10 Boston

Chinatown Massacre
  Shira Stoll, Producer
  Ryan Kath, Reporter
  Aaron Strader, Photographer
  Jim Haddadin, Producer
NBC 10 Boston

DAILY NEWS REPORT (SINGLE SHIFT)

The First Responder and the 2nd Grader; Linked by the Ink
  Jim Altman, Reporter
  Sean Mckeever, Photographer
WTIC
POLITICS/GOVERNMENT

Boston's Race Into History
Adam Reilly, Host
Courtney Kennedy, Executive Producer
Azita Ghahramani, Executive Producer
Jen Sifferlen, Producer
Robert Fagnant Jr., Director
Jack Doyle, Editor
GBH

SPORTS PROGRAM – POST-PRODUCED OR EDITED

Behind the B 804
Jeremy Jacobs, Executive Producer
Charlie Jacobs, Executive Producer
Cam Neely, Executive Producer
Brandon McNelis, Executive Producer
Charlie Moore, Executive Producer/Writer
Denis Leary, Writer/Narrator
Doug Orr, Producer
Michael Penhollow, Videographer/Producer
Eric Russo, Producer
Travis Basciotta, Producer
Michael Tolvo, Producer
Robert Sylvester, Executive Producer/Writer/Editor
Boston Bruins/Mad Fish Productions

TECHNOLOGY NEWS

Connected Cars
Marissa Bodnar, I-Team Reporter
Jack Amrock, Photographer/Editor
WGME CBS 13

MILITARY NEWS

Battle Over Burn Pits
Darren Perron, Reporter
WCAX
NEWSCAST-EVENING SMALLER MARKETS

NBC 10 News at 11:00 – Cleaning up after Henri
  Bryan Monaghan, Producer
  Samantha Plourde, Executive Producer
  Scott Isaacs, News Director
  Joe Kayata, Sports Anchor
  Ashley Cullinane, Reporter
  Patrice Wood, Anchor
  R.J. Heim, Meteorologist
  Mike Ahern, Director
  Dan Jaehnig, Anchor

WJAR

NEWSCAST-EVENING LARGER MARKETS

NewsCenter 5 at 6pm: Henri Makes Landfall in New England
  David Bienick, Reporter
  Barbara Baranowski, Producer
  Christopher Roach, Executive Producer
  Ed Harding, Anchor
  Maria Stephanos, Anchor
  Mike Wankum, Meteorologist
  Sera Congi, Reporter
  Peter Eliopoulos, Reporter
  Bobby Souza, Photojournalist
  Ted Cooper, Photojournalist

WCVB

PROMOTION All publicity, advertising or any written reference undertaken by nominees and award recipients to the Emmy® Awards, must clearly state that the awarded achievement is for a Regional Emmy® Award. The word “Regional” must appear in these instances. The recipient of a nomination or an Emmy® Award may refer in advertising and publicity to the fact that they have been honored only for one year after the recognition was bestowed. They may use a replica of the Emmy® statuette in such advertising. Individuals who significantly contributed to the production or craft but were not honored with a statuette cannot specifically advertise they are an Emmy® award recipient. They can only state they worked on the recognized program